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Abstract. An agent-based simulation of a monetary economy as a whole
should be stock-flow consistent [7]. We aim at providing a compile-time
verification of the preservation of this invariant by the computation. We
guarantee this invariant by wrapping the accounting operations in a
monad. Our objective is to increase the confidence in the SFCness of
an existing complex simulation with a minimal refactoring of code.
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Introduction

Computer-based modelisation and simulation in economics have taken an important and increasing place. First as a tool to solve differential equations, then, with
the advent of agent-based models, as a powerful way to devise and study systems
not necessarily near the equilibrium. Computer programs are hand-made and
checked by their creators or by third-parties to ensure they satisfy certain properties. However, this has been deemed insufficient in so-called “critical systems”,
such as medical or aeronautic systems. As the desire for security (both in terms
of ensuring the program does what it is meant to do and in terms of not jeopardizing the users’ lives) increases, methods to ensure correct-by-construction
programs got more popular1 . As it turns out, even industrial-strenght programs
built by experts and used worldwide can still contain a flurry of bugs [17], sometimes critical (for instance, the Therac 25 radiation-therapy machine caused in
the mid 1980s the death of at least four people, see [10]).
More testing and more careful thinking in the writing of the programs is an
important way to get rid of these bugs, but are both expensive and incomplete.
Formal methods can be used and present impressive results, but can be difficult
to set-up. They moreover require to have a formal idea of what properties the
program should have, which is not always clear (for instance, no specifications
are known for fundamental operations in programming language design, such as
parsing). What we will advocate here is more of a small change in programming
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For example the A340 and A380 fly-by-wire systems were proven free of any run-time
errors

style than a change in tools or design. A change in style that allows to enforce
certain invariants during the computation, and to verify this enforcement statically, that is, before even running the program.
A natural invariant that can be imposed on economics simulations is the
Stock-Flow Consistency (SFC), that is, a model with no unbalanced monetary
creation allowed: every new credit is simultaneously balanced by a debit of the
same value.
We will capture the SFC condition as a monad. A monad is an abstract
and general mathematical concept, infusing in all mathematics and theoretical
computer science. We will only present it in a programmer’s perspective, but a
precise account of its usefulness and ubiquity can be found, see e.g. [16,13]. In a
sense, a monad encapsulates a certain notion of computation (use of inputs and
outputs, global and permanent storage, data flow exception mechanism, effects,
etc.) while still allowing to retain all the benefits of a strong static type discipline.
In this article, we first recall the advantages of programming with a functional
style and a strong static discipline. Next we give a brief introduction to monads
as a way to regain features of general purpose programming languages while
staying inside the secure world of pure functional programming. We then apply
the monadic style programming to Jamel, a monetary economics simulator, to
enforce the stock-flow consistency. After discussing compositions of monads, we
will turn back to presenting our implementation.
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The Functional Style

Functional programming is a paradigm of programmation that “takes functions
seriously”. This means that functions are first-class objects, in the same way
that, say, integers, and can be passed as arguments to other functions. This
is reminiscent of traditional mathematics, where it is customary to write what
some call functionals (functions that take functions as argument), such as the
integral over a specified interval.
Another feature of mathematics is that variables are defined once and for
all: one never writes an equation like x = x + 1, where the intended meaning
would be to redefine x. Similarly, if x is a variable bound to a list, a function
call f (x) should not change the value of the list. This persistence of data is
usually achieved by disallowing mutation in functional programming. Referential
transparency is another important property, introduced by Strachey in 1967 [15],
related to persistence and enforced by purely functional programming. It allows
to substitute an expression for another expression with the same value in a
computation. For instance, if f (x) is used to compute a new list y, then once
that new list has been computed, let say by evaluating the instruction y = f (x),
we can indifferently use the already computed value y or compute it again by
using the expression f (x) instead of y in the program. The only observable effect
of the substitution would be on the execution time.
Apart from an ease of reasoning, immutability also offer great practical advantages. For instance, immutable data structure are not subject to data race

conditions, which allows for safe multithreading. In general, all side effects are
avoided, that is, in a pure functional programming language, we know that a
function of type int list -> int takes a list of integers as an argument, returns eventually an integer, but never changes any global variable, prints something,. . . In particular, the execution of a pure functional program does not
depend on the state of the environment. It is always the same, which allows for
easier debugging.
The type of a program is an abstraction of its behavior. Since we might want
to have behaviors with side-effects, two solutions are possible: either relaxing the
conditions, allowing for unpure programs with seemingly pure types, or enriching
the type system. This is the road we will follow.
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The Monadic Style

Consider the running example of agents that have an internal state state (that
may be composed of their happiness, their hungriness, their tiredness,. . . ). Each
agent can trigger an action, that acts on their state (the actions are thus functions
state -> state. The actions compose. As such, an agent in state s successively
eating, reading and sleeping would be represented by:
sleep (read (eat s))
Things get more complicated if the actions require to do something else than
just modifying the state of the agent. For instance, consider that the agent now
wants to keep a log of what they have read (notes, for instance). The type of the
function read would become
read : state -> (state * notes)
but in this case, the function read does not compose with itself anymore. That
is, two sessions of reading cannot be represented by read (read s) as the inner
parenthesis is not of the right type. The solution comes by thinking on what
should happen with the notes of the first reading session when the second begins. They should not be discarded, but, on the contrary, the notes should be
appended. So, the read function should take as an extra parameter the notes already collected, and return not only the state but the new notes. Alternatively,
for reasons that will become clear, we will present it as a function that takes the
state, and returns another function that takes the notes and return both the new
state and the new notes appended to the old ones2 . As such read gets typed by:
read : state -> Bookkeeper(state)
where we write the type (notes -> state * notes) as Bookkeeper(state).
We now need to think on how to compose functions that have such a baroque
type. Consider, more generally, two functions
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This operation, called curryfication, is benign from a logical point of view

f : ’a -> Bookkeeper(’b)
g : ’b -> Bookkeeper(’c)
where ’a, ’b and ’c are arbitrary types. In order to compose them, we need a
mechanism to lift g to a function of type Bookkeeper(’b) -> Bookkeeper(’c).
The function:
fun (book: Bookkeeper(’b)) -> fun (n:notes) ->
let (b, n’) = book n in
g b n’
takes two arguments: first a function of type Bookkeeper(’b) = (notes -> ’b
* notes)) and second an element of type notes. The function waits for a note
to append it to its own notes and return its result and we can compose this
function with f.
In the same way, the eat function might be impure, the side effects being the
money spent in the process of buying food. The interactions with the financial
system may be encapsulated and eat be typed as
eat :

state -> Finance(state)

where Finance(’a) is defined as accounts -> (’a * accounts). The exact same trick allows to compose two functions of this type. This is a really
generic and pervasive structure across all mathematics and computer science:
the monads.
3.1

Formal Definition

A monad is a construction on a type such that:
–
–
–
–

for every type ’a, there is a type M’a
for every function f:’a -> ’b, there is a function Mf : M’a -> M’b
for every type ’a, there is a function return : ’a -> M’a
for every types ’a and ’b, there is a function
bind : M’a -> (’a -> M’b) -> M’b.3

which satisfies the following:
– for every types ’a and ’b, every function f:’a -> M’b, and every a:’a,
f a = bind (return a) f
– for every type ’a and every ma:M’a, the following equality is true :
bind ma return = ma
– for every types ’a, ’b, ’c, every a:’a, every ma:M’a, every function f:’a
-> M’b, and every function g:’b -> M’c, the following equality is true :
bind ma (function a -> bind (f a) g) = bind (bind ma f) g
3

This is the traditional presentation in the programming languages community. It
may be clearer to reverse the order of the arguments and present it as a function of
type (’a -> M’b) -> (M’a -> M’b) that lifts a function

Intuitively, a monad encapsulates a principle of computation, for instance,
in the two examples above, the Bookkeeper monad encapsulates the ability to
log information and the Finance monad encapsulates the ability to access and
modify an account. The other axioms are just here to ensure that composition
is always possible, and that a program that doesn’t use a particular principle
of computation can always been seen as using this principle (even in a trivial
way).
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The Financial Monad

The Financial we propose resembles the Bookkeeper monad. It is defined as
follows.
– For any type ’a, Financial ’a is equal to Accounts -> ’a * (Order list)
where Accounts and Order are two types. Accounts is the type of a map of
keys-values where each key, let say of a type Id, identifies an account and
its owner (each owner may have multiple accounts) and the value, let say
of a type Amount is the balance of the account all expressed in the same
currency. Lets think of this as an array or a list for the moment. The Order
type contains at least a triple Id * Id * Amount And Accounts shall implement a method execute which takes an order and transfer the amount
from the first to the second account. An account may be subject to the restriction that its balance is sufficient to perform the order (of course, there
is at least one account, owned by the central bank, which is not subject to
this restriction for the sake of money creation). So orders may fail silently.
To stick to a functional programming style, and to simplify the presentation
one can suppose that lists and maps are immutable and that the execute
method gives back a new map where the accounts have been updated. In a
real implementation we can use caching and memoization to preserve this
immutability abstraction without sacrifying the performance.
– For any type ’a, and any a of type ’a, return a gives back a and the empty
list : return a = (a, [])
– For any types ’a and ’b, any ma of type M’a and f of type ’a -> M’b :
bind ma f = fun (accs1: Accounts) ->
// Get the state and previous orders from ma
let (a, orders1) = ma accs1 in
// Apply previous orders to accounts to obtain new accounts
let accs2 = List.fold_left
(fun accs2 -> fun o -> execute accs2 o) accs1 orders1
in
// Get the new state and the new orders from f
let (b, orders2) = f a accs2 in
// Return the new state and all orders (previous and new)
(b, concat [orders1, orders2])

The important point here is that b is computed from the accounts after all
the orders put by ma have been executed.
One easily checks that this triple satisfies the monad laws.
In a simulation using that monad, every agent who usually performs money
transactions will produce a function of type ’a -> Financial ’b, for a certain
type ’a and a certain type ’b and all these functions will be composed using
bind. At any moment one can (re)compute the actual values of the accounts
using the list of orders carried by the last monadic value.
We may have defined this monad by taking
M’a = Accounts -> ’a * Accounts
but this won’t have garantee the stock-flow consistency.
With a reasonable type-checker like the ones of OCaml or Scala, even if some
part of the code is using type casting (magic or asInstanceOf) during the computation if we get a value truly of type Financial’a, then we easily guarantee
by construction that a value of type Financial’a involves a computation which
cannot violates stock-flow consistency, which is not the case with M’a.
4.1

Implementation and benchmarks

We made an implementation of our Financial monad. In this section we explain
how we managed to make it work with Jamel, a monetary economics model,
and how Jamel took advantage of it. Let us start with a presentation of Jamel:
it is “a macro-economics agent-based model with heterogeneous households and
firms, and a banking sector. It provides a decentralized and stock-flow consistent
framework for the simulation and the analysis of economics dynamics”. It is
developped by P. Seppecher and I. Salle (universities of Paris Nord, Nice Sophia
Antipolis, and Amsterdam).
The model defines three types of agents:
– Banks (there is only one)
– Firms
– Households
Each of these agent types have a defined behavior:
– The bank lends money, earns interests for loans, and shares dividends with
his owner (some household).
– Firms hire workforce, pay wages, sell goods, borrow and pay back money
and shares dividends with his owners (some households)
– Households earn wages, work for firms and buy goods.
The initial number of agents is defined in the scenario. The scenario holds the
exogenous arguments of the simulation, for example:
– the number of households and the number of firms

– the duration of loans, the propensity to save money for households
– a production shock at a certain time.
The simulation takes places in sequential periods, and a period takes places in
the following sequential phases (non exhaustive):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

The Bank shares dividends
Firms share dividends
Firms plan production
Firms hire households in the labor market
If needed, firms borrow money from the Bank
Firms pay the wages
Firms produce
Households consummate
The Bank recovers loans by the due date

Households never borrow money, this is the reason why wages are paid before
production takes place.
Note that between each period can remain some money (hold by firms or
households) and some goods (unfinished or unsolded). Note that the money is
endogenous and is created by the bank when it lends money. Note that Jamel is
determinist, and two identical scenarios lead to two identical simulations.
Now let us study the banking system at a closer look since this is the main
point when we are studying SFCness. The bank holds an Account list. But
theses Accounts are different than those presented in the Financial monad section, so let us call them JamelAccounts. Each firm and each household have his
own JamelAccount. Each JamelAccount has a debt value and holds a Deposit
with an amount value and methods for credit and debit. The bank has no
JamelAccount for itself, but it holds three values: liabilities, assets, and
capital. Also, there are two additional mechanisms:
Loans the Bank lends money to firms, which must pay interests and pay back
some day;
Cheques some agent promise some amount to another agent, which trigger the
debit attempt, and if it is successful, trigger the credit of his own deposit.
Let us look at an example. What happens when “Firm A” wants a Loan of “100”
from the bank ?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Debt of the JamelAccount of “Firm A” is increased by “100”
Assets of the bank are increased by “100”
Capital of the bank is increased by “100”
Credit method of the Deposit of “Firm A” is called with “100”, which means:
(a) Liabilities of the bank are decreased by “100”
(b) Capital of the bank is decreased by “100”
(c) Amount of the Deposit of “Firm A” is increased by “100”

Observe that the SFCness is separated in different values and kept in different
structures (also shared with SFC unrelated values). How do we express the same
story with our Financial monad ?

1. Transaction from “Bank Assets” of “100” to “Firm A”
This is an Order meant to be applied to an Accounts array, as explained in the
Financial monad section. The order of the example will results in a decrease of
“100” in the “Bank Assets” row and an increase of “100” in the “Firm A” row of
the Accounts array. Note that we created two Ids for the bank: “Bank Assets”
and “Bank Capital”.
Now you understand the advantage of using the monad. Jamel promises SFCness by occasionally call a method wich sums the amount of JamelAccounts and
compare it with the bank values, etc.. The Financial monad uses the following
atomic orders:
Creation order give it some non already existing Id to be created;
Transaction order give it two existing Id and an Amount to transfer between
the two);
Destruction order give it an Id to destroy and an existing Id to inherit the
Amount.
By atomic we mean that these orders are executed in only one step. One Order
must satisfy the rules defined above. If it does not, the Order will be not applied
by the Accounts array because it would break SFCness. For example, if you
destroy an Account with some remaining money, global system loses this amount
of money.
Not everything is so easy, there is a gap between the program of the monad
and the program of Jamel. We take advantage of the good understanding between
Java language (of Jamel) and Scala language (of Financial). But it is not enough.
To statically assure SFCness, we would have to use the monad everytime a
money related action is done in Jamel. Due to the immutable nature of the
monad and the mutable nature of Jamel, this would be not possible without
a lot of changes in the code of Jamel. We want to change the least, so we
make a compromise. We keep the JamelAccounts. During each period, we collect
Orders, by translating Jamel’s monetary actions. At the end of each period, we
submit them to the Financial monad. The we compare the Accounts array of
the monad with JamelAccounts and the values of the Jamel bank. If there is
some differences, we stop the simulation. This give us two things:
– an Order list obtained from Financial which is statically SFC;
– JamelAccounts which can perform non-SFC actions during runtime, but will
cause the simulation to stop if it do so.
Considering the minor changes needed to Jamel’s code, we think this is a
acceptable patch and an reliable static check of the SFC of the simulation.
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Composing with the Bookkeeper Monad

The fact that every agent accounts well has no impact on the global consistence of
the financial system. So, the SFC condition can be factored in two parts: a global

part, the aforementioned Financial monad, that ensures that the monetary
creation happens in a controlled way ; and a local part, that ensures that every
agent does its accounting correctly.
This is a fairly simple monad, essentially a variant of the already-presented
Bookkeeper monad, that logs independently for each agent its action, in a
double-accounting style. Supposing we have chosen a data-structure to represent
the accounting (a list of vectors, a bi-dimensional table,. . . ), it only appends the
new information to this structure.
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Fig. 1. Average execution time

For our implementation we created a Log monad which is just another name
for the Bookkeeper monad. Our Log monad keeps trace of operations, under a
chosen format. We chose the RDF format, which is structured as a Triple : Object
Predicate Subject. For example, an Order like Transaction from “Firm-A” of
“100” to “Bank-Capital” will result in the following RDF triples :
– pref:transaction-X-Y pref:hasForTransmitter pref:Firm-A
– pref:transaction-X-Y pref:hasForAmout “100”
– pref:transaction-X-Y pref:hasForReceiver pref:Bank-Capital
On can set the prefix pref as necessary, for example an identity alias of this
particular execution of the simulation. X is the period number, and Y is the order
number of this period. Observe that RDF triples can be seen as a graph. We
aim to study this particular data structure and hope to extract some semantics.
So our Log monad translates operations and carry triples during the simulation.
In the background, we are using a RDF store to delegate the task of handling
a potentially huge amount of RDF triples. This is just a mechanism and in
the foreground, our Log monad present the same type as Bookkeeper. But we
are tied to use it that way Financial (Log ’a) and not Log (Financial ’a),

because we are generating the RDF triples from happened operations, and the
other way makes little sense.
In Figure 1 you can see benchmarks of Jamel and our monads. There is a
cost to use the monad because monetary actions are obviously the most used
objects in the simulation, and use them twice cannot be free. The good point is
that the additional time is reasonable.
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Conclusion

Types systems are powerful abstractions allowing to reason about programs.
What we presented is a first attempt at allowing the type system to know something about the nature of financial economies modeling. Encapsulating all the
monetary interactions inside a monad allows to know that well-typed agents
cannot ‘interact wrong’ 4 . The benefits are not only practical (allowing a programmer to code sloppily while ensuring certain properties): a type system is
a mathematical structure that have been extensively studied under the name
of category 5 . So a particular type system (such as for instance, a type system enriched with a Financial monad) is a category with some specified extra
structure. Finding an appropriate type system for monetary simulation provides
a path toward an alternative understanding of the mathematization of the economy.
A work that have been a great motivation for us is [2]. A type system for
classical mechanics is given, allowing to write programs that describes systems
in terms of their Lagrangian. In this framework, a well-typed program is ensured
to satisfy, for instance, the conservation of energy or of momentum. One can say
that this bridges the gap between the theories (texts and equations on a textbook) and the simulations (computations on a computer) by deeply embedding
the theories inside the computing environment.
Adapting an existing simulation involves a rewriting of the codebase. The
amount of code involved in such a rewriting depends on the style initially used in
the simulation. The easiest situation arise when the code updating attributes of
the debtor of a money flow and the code for the creditor live in the same method
call. Mainly this a situation where the method implements the interaction of
the two agents and its effects at both sides. Other situations arise, with nested
method calls and involve more rewriting to put side by side all the financial
transactions generated by a single interaction.
Interaction-oriented agent-based models [9] may prove particularly well-suited
for internalizing invariants in the monadic style. This is in line with a much
broader view that computing is not about states of objects or agents but is centered on their interaction [4]. Interaction has been a subject of great interest in
4
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To shamelessly and agrammatically adapt Robin Milner’s oft-cited “well-typed programs cannot ‘go wrong’ ” [12]
This is the third leg of the Curry-Howard correspondance, the dictionary at the
heart of modern logics and informatics

theoretical computer science. Actually, a whole framework, the π-calculus designed to reason about concurrency (and so, the problems of communication,
be it synchronous or asynchronous, between agents) has found applications in
varied computing areas 6 . A seemingly unrelated domain, proof theory, has been
infected in recent years with research programs with name witnessing their interactive origin, such as game semantics [8] or Geometry of Interaction [6].
Interactions per se have also been an object of study in theoretical economy,
as witnessed by the game theory pioneered by [14]. In a game, two or more
players make moves, so it seems natural to model a game as trees, each edge
representing a position, and each vertex the accessibility relation (the fact that
a position can be accessed from another). Such abstract games enjoy a close
relationship with categories with structure, as exemplified in [11]. So, in a sense
yet to be made precise, approaching a program via the a search of its most
suitable type system may offer naturally an interpretation of the program in
game-theoretic terms, and conversely, to ground firmly such games in a setting
both algebraic and algorithmic.
It is our belief that insightful models of our world have a triple nature: analytic, algebraic and algorithmic. For instance, the Dirac equation, describing the
electron in a relativistic setting can be seen either as an equation (analytic facet),
as its symmetry group (algebraic facet)7 , or as a discrete computation process
(algorithmic facet)8 . We believe that type systems (algebraical abstraction of
programs) are instrumental in achieving that.
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